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2nd Korea International Pencak Silat Championship
TeamSG Silat touched down in Singapore
on eve of Hari Raya Aidilfitri (4 June 2019,
0515hrs local time) with 7 Gold, 1 Silver and
1 Bronze. Team took part in the 2nd Korea
International Pencak Silat Championship
organized by the South Korea Pencak Silat
Federation. With a total of seven (7)
countries took part in the competition, the
countries are; South Korea, Singapore,
Malaysia, Uzbekistan, China, Indonesia and
Japan. The championship was held at
Gongju University Gymnasium Gongju
City.
The medalists are as follow;
1. Nur Shaqira Binte Sheik Alau'ddin - PreJunior Match Female Class M (Gold)
2. Yusri Bin Mohd Yusoff - Junior Match
Male Class A (Gold)
3. Aniq Asri Bin Mohd Yazid - Junior Match
Male Class D (Gold)
4. Sheik Fayz Bin Sheik Alau'ddin- Junior
Match Male Class F (Gold)
5. Muhammad Iqbal Bin Abdul Rahman Senior Artistic Male Single (Gold)
6. Nurzuhairah Binte Mohd Yazid - Senior
Artistic Female Single (Gold)
7. Nurhanishah Binte Shahrudin & Nur
Azlyana Binte Ismail - Senior Artistic
Female Double (Gold)
8. Muhammad Naufal Bin Abdullah Junior Match Male Class B (Silver)
9. Nadhrah Binte Sahrin - Junior Match
Female Class A (Bronze)

Ketupat-thon 2019
Event Background;
WGS Amal Charity Drive – Ketupat-thon 2019 is
an event to get community to come together and
weave ketupat leaves for charity. It will be
engaging for those with the skill-sets and more
so for those learning to weave the ketupat leaves.
To make it more exciting this year, the
participants will participate in friendly
competitions such as “Fastest Ketupat Weaver”
and “Most Number of Ketupat Weaved” and
stand to win attractive prizes. The period from
Dawn till Dusk is to revive and recreate the
Kampong and Gotong Royong spirit at the heart
of Geylang Serai. The completed weaved ketupat
leaves will be sold as it is (without the rice
filling) at a market rate which is estimated at
about $0.40 per pc.

Joining in the "kampong spirit", members of Singapore
SIlat Federation joined in the event and contributed a
total of 201 ketupat after a total of 2-hours weaving.
The management, staff, parents, athletes sacrificed their
Sunday morning on 2 June 2019, 10am, sitting in
together at the Wisma Geylang Serai Atrium to weave.

As with last year, Malay MPs will match the
proceeds dollar-for-dollar, up to $15,000. The
event hopes to raise $45,000 for charity. Amount
will be donated to local charities, Tabung Amal
Aidilfitri (TAA) and New Life Stories.
Specifically, we will allocate $15000 from the
MMPs contribution and $5000 from raised from
the Ketupat-thon to New Life Stories and the
rest of the funds raised will be allocated to TAA..

CEO of Singapore Silat Federation is now - Dr Sheik
The Chief Executive Officer of Singapore Silat Federation was
bestowed with Doctorate of Humanity by the Academy of
Universal Global Peace - United States of America.
The 5th International Peace Seminar & Award Night was held
on 9 June 2019, at Holiday Villa Subang, Selangor, Malaysia.
More than ten (10) recipients were there to receive their Medal
of Honor based on their contributions in their own industries.
Singapore Silat Federation congratulates Dr Sheik Alau'ddin
Yacoob Marican, PBM, we are proud of you for bringing the
name of Singapore and Pencak Silat together with you!

Dr Sheik with his certificate at the ceremony

Other than the title, Dr Sheik was a 2-times South East Asian
(SEA) Games Gold Medalist, 3-times World Champion, during
his time as an athlete, and awarded as 4-times Coach of the
Year by the Singapore National Olympic Council at Singapore
Sports Awards.

Sharing Training Ground with TKD Team

Our training ground at OCBC Arena Hall 4 which is dedicated for our Senior and Elite national
athletes is currently being shared with Taekwondo National Team since 6 June 2019.
Singapore Silat Federation hope our space will be beneficial for the Taekwondo National Athletes
for their upcoming competition!

Singapore National Olympic Council
Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting for Singapore National Olympic Council was held on 6 June 2019,
Thursday, 6.30pm, at Dunearn Ballroom - Raffles Town Club.
The meeting were attended by leaders and representatives of national sports association. And two
representatives from Singapore Silat Federation attended the meeting to get updates and future plan of
SNOC for sports in Singapore.

Celebrating Hari Raya with Sunlove Home
Singapore Silat Federation was honored to be given a
chance to perform for the residents at Sunlove Home,
the home is sheltering those residents with
psychiatric and intellectually disabled.
A short performance by our Senior Artistic Athletes
surely do bring a smile on their faces in the festive
season of Hari Raya Aidilfitri celebration.
Thank you to Madam Aida, Senior Nurse Manager of
Sunlove Home for inviting and letting us contribute a
bit of happiness to the residents on 8 June 2019!

Last Solat Eid Fitri - 1442H/2019M
2019 will be the last year for Singapore Silat Federation to organize both Solat Eid Fitri and Solat Eid Adha
(Hari Raya Prayers) at the Silat Centre of Excellence, located at No. 7 Bedok North Street 2, Singapore
469646 (next to Bedok Stadium & old Bedok Swimming Pool).
Singapore Silat Federation will ceased its operation at the Silat Centre of Excellence by 31 December 2019.
Currently, Singapore Silat Federation is operating at Heartbeat@Bedok, NSA Office, #04-02, where we
have a Silat Hall by ActiveSG, and NSA Office at SSI, where another Silat Hall at OCBC Arena Hall 4.

SG Silat x NAZA Holdings
4 June 2019, Tuesday
Singapore Silat Federation, CEO, together with his team did a presentation to the
Chairman of NAZA Holdings, Mr. Nazarisham Mohd Isa, on future plans and working
together with them.
Artistic Senior Female duo; Nurhanishah & Nur Azlyana was around too to showcase
their routine to NAZA Holdings Team.
13 June 2019, Thursday
Chairman & CEO of NAZA Holdings made their way down to visit all three (3) of our
premises witnessing our national athletes having their training, and checking on our
training facilities.

Program 'Silang Budaya Malaysia-Japan' 2019
TeamSG Artistic Athlete showcased and displayed their
Silat performance at the event, which was held on 14
June 2019,8.30pm, at Auditorium Raja Melewar, JKK
Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia.
Our athletes received positive feedback and compliments
on their performance!
Other than Pencak Silat, the audience managed to
witness performance from Samurai Japan Tatedo
Association on its heritage and culture.

Festival Aliran Cimande

Singapore team was invited to be part of the
"Festival Aliran Cimande dan Rapat FPSTI
International" which was held on 25 June 2019, at
Bandung, West Java, Indonesia.
Despite a minor injury happened to one of our
athlete, the Junior Artistic Athletes showcased their
performance with confident.

1st USA Open Pencak Silat
Championship 2019
A one-day inaugural event was organized by the USA Pencak Silat Federation, at The Campus, a multisport facility in Sterling, Virginia, United States of America. A total of 22 TeamSG athletes flew across the
continent to participate in the competition.
Three-hours before the contingent took off, the Chairman of NAZA Holdings, Mr. Nazarisham Mohd Isa,
despite his hectic schedule, came down to Terminal 1, Changi Airport, to share some motivational words
for the contingent. Still in the festive season (Hari Raya Aidilfitri is celebrated for a month in Singapore)
spirit, Mr. Nazarisham presented some "Duit Raya" for the participants.

Team Composition;
Muhammad Iqbal Bin Abdul Rahman (Senior Artistic - Single Male), Nur Zuhairah Bte Mohd Yazid
(Senior Artistic - Single Female), Nur Azlyana Bte Ismail & Nurhanishah Bte Shahruddin (Senior
Artistic - Double Female), Nurhakim Norshamsuddin & Syafyq Syazry Mohd Abdul Majid (Senior
Artistic - Double Male), Nurjaid Hasif Zainal Abidin, Hamillatu Arash Juffrie & Mohd Nazrul Kamal
(Senior Artistic - Team Male), Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohd Yusli (Senior Match - Male Class B),
Muhammad Syakir Bin Jeffry (Senior Match - Male Class G), Sheik Ferdous Bin Sheik Alau'ddin
(Senior Match - Male Class I), Nurul Shafiqah Binte Mohd Saiful (Senior Match - Female Class A),
Ammar Bin Bahrul Ulum (Junior Match - Male Class C), Nurul Suhaila Bte Mohd Saiful (Senior
Match Female Class C), Sheik Fayz Bin Sheik Alau'ddin (Junior Match - Male Class I), Nur Shaqira
Bte Sheik Alau'ddin (Pre-Junior - Match Female Class M). Muhammad Harits Bin Mohd Yusli
(Junior Match - Male Class E), Aniq Asri Bin Mohd Yazid (Junior Match - Male Class D) & Alya
Adriany Bte Sharil (Junior Match - Female Class E).

TeamSG athletes' achievements was spectacular where they brought back a total of 16 Gold, 1
Silver and 1 Bronze. Our Artistic athletes swept all gold medals!
We are definitely looking forward to more countries taking part together in the competition, as
three countries were facing with issues on Visa application, they are; Thailand, Philippines and
Kyrgyzstan. Ten days journey was worthwhile where camaraderie was build with other
participating team/club/states that took part in the championship!

TeamSG athletes' achievements was spectacular where they brought back a total of 16 Gold, 1
Silver and 1 Bronze. Our Artistic athletes swept all gold medals!
We are definitely looking forward to more countries taking part together in the competition, as
three countries were facing with issues on Visa application, they are; Thailand, Philippines and
Kyrgyzstan. Ten days journey was worthwhile where camaraderie was build with other
participating team/club/states that took part in the championship!

We are grateful to be welcomed home by NAZA Holdings Team led by Mr. Razeez, at the Terminal
1, Changi Airport, on a Monday morning, at 9am for TeamSG Silat Contingent who have spent for
almost 24-hours on journey back from USA.

Silat Session for Learning Horizon Kiddos!

June Holiday is where schools conducting camps, activities, and programs for their students, and
Learning Horizon engaged us to conduct an activity for their pre-schoolers right here at
Heartbeat@Bedok, ActiveSG Silat Hall.
Two sessions was held at different dates (31 May & 14 June 2019) to occupy 150 participants preschoolers taking part in the Silat session. They were taught sikap pasang, kicking technique,
stances and punching techniques by our national athletes and coaches.
We do customize programs and session for different participants. Do write in or call us to know
more details at ssf@persisi.org

Nutrition Workshop
by NYSI
National athletes from junior and prejunior categories were enrolled to the
Nutrition Workshop by National Youth
Sports Institute (NYSI) on 18 June 2019.
The workshop was
Satellite@Kallang.

held

at

NYSI

The two-hours workshop taught on the
functions of different types of nutrients.
They were also educated on the
importance of planning their meals and
how often to hydrate with a hydration
schedule.
It is good for the youth to have
knowledge on their intakes as this will
help them during competition. As youth
nowadays are exposed more to junk and
fast food.

GetActive! Singapore
NDP Workout
For the 4th year running, GetActive! Singapore is
back for a week-long sporting bash, designed to have
us all celebrating National Day together as One
Team Singapore - through sport.
Year on year, a GetActive!SG Workout has been
choreographed to engage the schools, community
and participants as part of the celebration. This year,
a similar routine has been choreographed by the
ActiveSG Champions to the NDP theme song "Our
Singapore",
Our TeamSG Silat - represented by Siti Nazurah
Mohd Yusoff - is part of the GetActiveSG Workout
video, housed on SportSG Youtube, and featured
across all SportSG owned platforms during school
engagements and at community roadshows.

Pocari Sweat Campaign
About the campaign:
The campaign aims to build brand and product
awareness to their target audience.
The target audience for the campaign are
professionals aged between 20s to 40s, who lead
active lifestyles and are health conscious with their
choices (low sugar, balanced diet etc.)
Our SPEX Scholar - Nurul Suhaila - was selected to
be part of the campaign!

Keep a look-out!

SGSilat Alumni
Another one of Singapore Silat
Federation's new effort is in gathering the
past athletes from previous batch to form
SGSilat Alumni.
First session that was held was on 24 June
2019, were attended by Mr. Jamal Jantan
(from the first batch for SEA Games Silat
Team), Ms. Suzie Eryani, Mr. Shariff
Dasuri, Mr. Khalid Anwar and Ms. Nur
Fazlin Juma'en.
SGSilat Alumni encourages more former
athletes from the first batch till recent to
be part of the group and contribute back to
the Silat community with your past
experience and current expertise.
We are looking forward for the next
meeting with all different generation
of athletes.
Should you be interested to join the
alumni group, you can call us at +65 6282
2316 or email us at fazlin@persisi.org or
ssf@persisi.org for more information.

SG Bicentennial 2019
Singapore Silat Federation is part of the Singapore
Bicentennial 2019 project, where we contributed our
manpower to perform as Parameswara and Silat Warrior
in the Singapore's 200-years celebration.
Our Silat Casts and Staff are given the chance to went on
an exclusive tour to witness the whole journey of
Singapore Bicentennial 2019, which is happening from 1
June till 15 September 2019 at Fort Canning Centre.
Entrance is free. To experience the whole journey and
book your slot, simply head over to their official website
and make your booking.
Do keep a look-out on our Silat cast on duty at Act 1!

Olympic Day Celebration
As part of the Olympic Day Celebration, Singapore National Olympic Council organized Olympic
Day Run on 29 June 2019, at Singapore Sports Hub, where National Sports Associations are invited
to send as many participants to take part in the run.
Equipped with Olympic color t-shirt, Singapore Silat Federation's national athletes, staff,
management, and parents took part in the run.

Seni Bebas Training
Agus Bindara Suhaimi or known as Dimas from Perguruan
Pencak Silat Jokotole was in Singapore from 24 June till 8
July 2019, to teach our National Athlete new movements and
techniques to be included in our Silat routines.
The purpose on getting foreign talent to assist us with the
Silat routines, as we are always looking at improvising and
improving our Silat performances with high intensity and
explosive movements.

Minister's Hari Raya
Get-Together 2019
The President and Chief Executive Officer of Singapore Silat Federation accepted the invitation
for the yearly Hari Raya Celebration hosted by Minister Masagos Zulkifli Masagos Mohamad
(Minister in-charge of Muslim Affairs & Minister for the Environment and Water Resources).
The celebration was held on 14 June 2019, Friday, at Singapore Marriot Tang Plaza Hotel.
Together whom were seen attended the gathering were, Senior Minister Teo Chee Hean, Deputy
Prime Minister Heng Swee Keat, Minister of Culture, Community and Youth - Ms. Grace Fu, Mufti
of Singapore - Dr. Mohamed Fatris Bakaram, delegates, leaders from agencies, associations, and
Malay Muslim Organisations.
In his speech, Minister Masagos
brought up about the freedom of
Singapore Citizen in practicing their
beliefs and religions.
Minister Masagos, invited all of the
guest to proudly say that "our
community is a Community of Success
– a community of character,
competence and citizenry".

Silat goes to the Town!
Singapore Silat Federation endorsed
and
sanctioned
Pencak
Silat
competitions which are being
organised by affiliated Silat clubs.
This is to ensure that safety
precautions are being prepared and
adhered to have smooth and safe
event.
On 28 and 29 June 2019, Pencak Silat
competition - namely Eid Silat
Challenge 2019 - was being organised
at Far East Plaza, with participation
from Perguruan Sendeng Pukulan
and Perguruan Seni Grasio.

Did you
Two Notions of The Tanjak
know?
Merging Traditional
Values & MODERN IDEAS
Singapore Silat Federation (SSF)’s new logo features a traditional emblem of Pencak Silat, that is The Tanjak, in two (2) forms. The Tanjak
by itself symbolises a crown - a sign of reverence, respect and honour. When worn, it will incite a spirit of heroism, courage and gallantry.
The multi-coloured tanjak on top is drawn in its purest traditional entirety, depicting the historical significance as a time-honoured
Malay headwear for men, often associated with palace royals, martial art exponents and currently still worn in various Malay cultural
ceremonies and celebrations.
Its multi-colored facet symbolizes SSF’s vision, that is, Pencak Silat, to be a mainstream and widely participated sport in multi-racial
Singapore. It also embodies SSF’s mission, that is, promoting Pencak Silat as a wholesome sport for ALL.
The “ikatan” or the binding of the tanjak itself epitomises strength of togetherness and unity that provides the unbreakable bond
against any challenges in the future.
The solid gold anchor represents the golden ray of the sun - a beacon - in line with SSF’s mission to be the beacon for Pencak Silat in
Singapore. It also symbolizes success. Gold for SSF signifies a measure of quality and excellence, and SSF’s aim to be best of the best,
setting gold standards, contributing of regional and international awards and accolades to Singapore Sports.
The stealth black accent signifies the traditional colour of the garb of Pencak Silat. The colour evokes an aura of mystery and air of
invincibility for martial arts exponents. In short, it represents “Kepahlawan” – Valour. It also denotes strength and resilience. Resilience
is one of the core values of SSF.
The fiery red uprising represents smouldering passion. The smouldering passion for Pencak Silat. It denotes living with a beating heart
throbbing for healthy competition, aligned with SSF’s mission to nurture those with attributes for “competitive silat” to realise their
maximum potential.
The spectrum of colours from red to brown denotes the age spectrum of which Pencak Silat is being practiced here. Pencak Silat is being
introduced to kids as young as three (3) years old in SSF through a programme called Singa Cub and is practiced till the “grey”
generation in our programme called LIFE. The spectrum is parallel to the notion of the development, progression and maturing of its
practitioners.
The white in-between symbolize that amidst the competitiveness and hunt for glory, Pencak Silat will always be accentuated and
practiced with purity, kindness, goodness and integrity. One of the core values of SSF – Integrity – SSF aims to maintain high moral
principles and set professional standards, in gamesmanship and officiating, for the Silat within the community and in the international
arena.
The abstract portray of the tanjak in grey as a backdrop combined with the name of the Federation in clean-lines, illustrates that the
Federation is looking ahead to the future with a modern approach and endeavours to be professional - Aligning the world of Pencak
Silat to the corporate world.

For more info;

Like & Follow our FB & IG;
@sgsilat

Visit our website;
www.persisi.org

Contact us to at;
+65 6741 8837 / 6282 2316

